**Editing Services**

**Disclaimer:** These are not editing services performed by the Department, nor does the Department endorse any of these advertisers. The advertisements that appear on this page, are placed as a service to our students. Any person or entity that wishes to advertise editing services on this page, may send an e-mail with the details to Heleen Gous at heleen.gous@eng.up.ac.za
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**RdN Editing Services**

Do you need to have your academic work edited and proofread? Look no further! I have more than 35 years’ experience in language teaching, assessment, proofread and editing. I will proofread and edit journal article manuscripts, project reports, dissertations and theses at very affordable rates and with a fast turnaround time. Please contact me on 0835557966 or rdn.ed.serv@gmail.com.

---

We edit and proofread academic documents such as proposals, reports, final-year projects, dissertations, theses, etc. DON’T LOSE YOUR MARKS UNNECESSARILY BECAUSE OF AN UNEDITED DOCUMENT. GET IT EDITED TODAY! We have edited and proofread academic documents for students and lecturers from various universities in South Africa. Website: www.letsedit.co.za  
Contact Number: 012 753 3670  
“Editing is not an expense - it's an investment!”

---

**Students:** A thesis is the culmination of months of hard work. Before even reading a word, the examiner’s first impression of your thesis is often a lasting one. Present your document in a professional manner by ensuring that it is edited by a copy-editor with over and above copy-editing skills, also has excellent MS Word® formatting and layout skills. I have assisted many students and various companies in delivering quality documentation. My service includes on-screen language editing, formatting of the general style of the document, and checking for consistency.

**Lecturers:** Struggling to get your article published in a professional journal? After you have completed the content of an article, I can assist with the layout and formatting required for professional publication in technology or specialist magazines. I have extensive experience in MS Word® and will format your article according to the style required by the publication.

Marike van Rensburg marike.vanrensburg@gmail.com  Tel: 082 820-4716
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**Susan Dorrington**  
I am a freelance editor and proofreader. I have edited and proofread university and school textbooks for various publication houses in South Africa. Contact me if you would like to have your thesis or dissertation professionally edited.

sue.dorrington@gmail.com

---

**Mrs Barbara Bradley**  
Professional editor, proofreader and translator (Afrikaans/English) with extensive experience with regard to Project (EPR) reports, technical journal articles, theses and dissertations. Affordable student rates. Quick service. Contacts: 0723695149 or barbara.bradley0@gmail.com
HesCom Communication Services

LANGUAGE EDITING/TRANSLATIONS: Do you get nightmares about spelling and grammar? Dissertations, theses and articles polished to a high professional standard by multiskilled communication expert. Fast online service, reasonable rates. Hester van der Walt, HesCom Communication Services. Contacts: 084 477 2000/012 379 2005 or hester@hescom.co.za

I hold a bachelor degree from Harvard University where I majored in Economics and Linguistics). I also have an MBA from Kuehne Logistics University in Hamburg, Germany where I wrote my thesis on Ship Finance. I have extensive financial industry experience, having worked for the Financial Sector Policy Unit at the National Treasury of South Africa for almost four years, as well as an investment bank (a South African subsidiary of Barclays Capital).

I have 3 years of top-tier management consulting experience, including Deloitte Consulting, during which time I worked on a number of projects in the financial and logistics industries. I am currently a freelance academic editor. I have extensive experience editing Master’s and PhD dissertations. I specialize in MBA’s and other business-related degrees, where I help students get the marks they deserve but often don’t get. References available upon request. In particular I look at the following aspects of an academic paper (list not exhaustive):

- Grammar and Spelling, including comma splices, fragments, subject-verb agreement
- Style, including run-on sentences, keeping paragraphs short, reducing each sentence to its essential parts, avoiding the overuse of subordinate clauses, getting rid of as many adverbs and adjectives as possible
- References, including ensuring that all references in paper are in reference list, alphabetising the reference list, and ensuring all references in reference list are in paper
- Formatting (as per relevant style guide), including font type, spacing, font size, table of contents, table of figures, tables

Cillié Swart BA (Harvard) MBA (Kuehne)
Director and Professional Academic Editor
http://www.transkaroocommunications.com
Tel: +27 (0)73 612 0278
E-mail: pjcillie@transkaroocommunications.com